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Object-Oriented Discrete-Event Simulation with Java Joe M. Garlitz 2012-06-05 Researches and developers of simulation models alike agree that the Java programming language presents a unique and significant opportunity for important changes in the way we develop simulation models today. The most important characteristics of the Java language that are advantageous for simulation are its multi-threading capabilities, its facilities for executing programs across the Web, and its graphics facilities. It is feasible to develop compatible and reusable simulation components that can be accessed from different languages and used in different environments. Another important trend that began very recently is web-based simulation, i.e., and the execution of simulation models using Internet browser software. This book introduces the application of the Java programming language in discrete-event simulation. In addition, the fundamental concepts and principles of discrete-event simulation as well as the important issues and performance measurement. The approaches applied are the process interaction approach to discrete-event simulation and object-oriented modeling. Java is used as the implementation language and UML as the modeling language. The first offers several advantages compared to C++, the most important being thread handling, polymorphism, and object-oriented programming (OOP) and the second offers several advantages compared to traditional languages, UML (Unified Modeling Language) is the standard notation used today for modeling systems as a collection of classes, class relationships, objects, and object behavior.

Monte Carlo, variational Bayes, and expectation propagation New and revised software code The book can be used development and Monte Carlo simulation methodology, providing a solid basis for demonstrating the development of theory and application of Monte Carlo techniques. The book also serves as a valuable reference for professionals who would like to achieve a rigorous, but concise treatment, emphasizing lasting principles but also providing specific training in modeling, simulation, and analysis. For researchers, it provides an assortment of Bayesian methods in applied statistics. The third part of the book looks at theoretical concepts that are able to describe important aspects of the simulation-estimation problem. The authors describe the use of the code, the role of Monte Carlo traffic and transport problems. It is also discussed how people with appropriate Java programming skills can write their own extensions, and plug them into the MATSim core. The project has started from the idea that traffic is a consequence of human behavior, and thus humans and their behavior should be the starting point of all modelling, and with the intuition that when patterns with 100,000 or more particles are in collision a large number of processes are going on. The book is a discrete choice model. Another important aspect is the interpretation of the MATSim score as utility in the microeconomic sense, opening up a connection to benefit cost analysis. Finally, the book collects use cases as they have been undertaken with MATSim. All current users of MATSim were invited to submit their work, and many followed with sometimes crisp and short and sometimes longer contributions, always with pointers to additional references. We hope that the book will become an invitation to explore, and to build and to extend agent-based modeling of travel behavior from the stable and well-tested core of MATSim documented here.

Bayesian Data Analysis, Third Edition Andrew Gelman 2013-11-01 Now in its third edition, this classic book is widely considered the leading text in Bayesian methods, lauded for its accessible, practical approach to analyzing data and solving research problems. Bayesian Data Analysis, Third Edition continues to take an applied approach to analysis using up-to-date Bayesian methods. The authors—one of the leaders in the statistics community—introduce basic concepts from a data-analytic perspective before presenting advanced methods. Throughout the text, numerous worked examples drawn from real applications and research emphasize the use of Bayesian inference in practice. New to the Third Edition Four new chapters on nonparametric coverage of weakly informative priors and boundary-crossing priors Updated discussion of cross-validation and predictive information criteria Improved presentations of multiple imputation and techniques for missing data New material on causal inference, survey sampling, and reinsurance New to the Second Edition Expanded material on Markov chain Monte Carlo, varianza Bayes, and expectation propagation New and revised software code The book can be used in these different ways. For undergraduate students, it introduces Bayesian inference starting from first principles. For graduate students, the text presents effective current approaches to Bayesian modeling and computation in discrete choice and other areas. Additional material, including data sets used in the examples, solutions to selected exercises, and software instructions, are available on the book’s web page.

Building Software for Simulation James J. Thomas 2011-03-21 Fundamentals of Turbulent and Multiphase Combustion Practical guidance on the use of open-source software for simulation of combustion. Second Edition Turbulence, turbulent combustion, and multiphase reactive flows have become major research topics in recent decades due to their application across diverse fields, including energy, environment, propulsion, transportation, industrial safety, and nanotechnology. Most of the knowledge accumulated from this research has never been published in book form—until now. Fundamentals of Turbulent and Multiphase Combustion presents up-to-date, integrated coverage of the fundamentals of turbulence, combustion, and multiphase phenomena along with useful experimental techniques, including intrusive, laser-based measurement techniques, providing a firm background in both contemporary and classical approaches. Beginning with two full chapters on laminar premixed and non-premixed flames, this book takes a multi-physics approach, beginning with descriptions of heat, mass, and momentum and moving on to higher-level applications. In addition, Fundamentals of Turbulent and Multiphase Combustion: Addresses seven basic topical areas in combustion and multiphase flows, including laminar premixed and non- premixed flames, theory of turbulence, turbulent premixed and non-premixed flames, and multiphase flows Covers modern experimental approaches, including use of interferometry, laser diagnostics, and imaging of reacting boundary-layer flows, single energetic particle combustion, and granular bed combustion Provides experimental setups and results whenever appropriate Supported with a large number of examples and problems as well as a solutions manual, Fundamentals of Turbulent and Multiphase Combustion is an important resource for researchers and engineers and researchers as well as graduate students in mechanical, chemical, and aerospace engineering.

Foundations and Methods of Stochastic Simulation Barry Nelson 2013-05-11 This graduate-level text covers modeling, programming and analysis of simulation experiments and provides a rigorous treatment of the foundations of simulation and why and how it works. Knapsack problems, the traveling salesman problem, and minimum spanning tree are just three of the applications the book returns to throughout the text. The book begins with the probabilistic and statistical basis for simulation in a rigorous but accessible manner (providing all necessary background material); and provides a modern treatment of experiment design and analysis that goes beyond classical statistics. The book emphasizes essential foundations throughout, rather than providing a compendium of algorithms and computer implementations. It is also written for future practitioners, taking the view that rigorous, but concise treatment, emphasizing lasting principles but also providing specific training in modeling, programming and analysis. In addition to teaching readers how to do simulation, it also prepares them to use simulation in their research; no other book does this. An online solutions manual for end of chapter exercises is also provided.
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continues the legacy of this authoritative and study based on the IIE/RA contest problem. The new edition also contains expanded topical coverage on:

- how simulation works and why it matters; and expanded use of Arena, specifically the use of strings in models,

- features coverage of statistical analysis, which is integrated with the modeling to emphasize the importance of both

- two aspects of simulation textbooks together while adding and emphasizing the art of model building. This book

- introduces the field of discrete event systems, offering a breadth of coverage that makes the material accessible to

- computing techniques, including artificial neural networks, fuzzy systems, and genetic algorithms, for modeling

- conceptual systems. Various real-life examples show how simulation plays a key role in understanding real-world

- simulation research after completing this book.

Simulation with Arena. David K. Bertsimas 2004 The first edition of this book was the first text to be written on the Arena software, which is a very popular simulation modeling software. What makes this text the authoritative source on Arena is that it was written by the creators of Arena themselves. The new third edition follows in the tradition of the successful first and second editions in its tutorial style (via a sequence of carefully crafted examples) and an accessible writing style. The updates include thorough coverage of the new version of the Arena software (Arena 7/5), enhanced support for Excel and Access, and updated examples to reflect the new version of software. The CD-ROM that accompanies the book contains the Academic version of the Arena software. The software features new capabilities such as model documentation, enhanced plots, file reading and writing, printing and animation symbols.


Christos G. Cassandras 2021-11-11 This unique textbook comprehensively introduces the field of discrete event systems, offering a breadth of coverage that makes the material accessible to readers of varied backgrounds. The book emphasizes a unified modeling framework that transversely applies simulation techniques, including the following topics in a coherent manner: language and automata theory, supervisory control, Petri net theory, Markov chains and queuing theory, discrete-event simulation, and concurrent estimation techniques. Topics and features include detailed treatment of automated and language theory in the context of discrete event systems, including application to state estimation and diagnosis, hierarchical control of partially observable systems, timed models, synchronous and asynchronous systems, and network models. The book is written for advanced modeling and simulation courses, this text helps them carry out effective simulation studies. In addition, graduate students should be able to comprehend and conduct simulation research after completing this book.

Simulation, with Arena. W. David Kelton 2004 The first edition of this book was the first text to be written on the Arena software, which is a very popular simulation modeling software. What makes this text the authoritative source on Arena is that it was written by the creators of Arena themselves. The new third edition follows in the tradition of the successful first and second editions in its tutorial style (via a sequence of carefully crafted examples) and an accessible writing style. The updates include thorough coverage of the new version of the Arena software (Arena 7/5), enhanced support for Excel and Access, and updated examples to reflect the new version of software. The CD-ROM that accompanies the book contains the Academic version of the Arena software. The software features new capabilities such as model documentation, enhanced plots, file reading and writing, printing and animation symbols.

Continuous System Modeling Francois E. Cellier 2013-05-14 Modeling and Simulation have become endevors central to all disciplines of science and engineering. They are used in the analysis of physical systems where they help in gain a better understanding of the functioning of our physical world. They are also important to the design of new systems and devices where we enable to predict the behavior of a system before it is ever actually built. Modeling and simulation are the only techniques available that allow us to analyze arbitrarily non-linear systems accurately and under varying experimental conditions. Continuous System Modeling introduces the student to the fundamental techniques of these techniques. They deal with the analysis of systems described through a set of ordinary or partial differential equations or through a set of difference equations. This volume introduces the concepts of modeling physical systems through a set of differential and difference equations. The purpose is twofold: it enhances the scientific understanding of our physical world by rodifying (organizing) knowledge about this world, and it supports engineering design by allowing us to assess the consequences of a particular design alternative before it is actually built. This text has a flavor of the mathematical discipline of dynamical systems, and is strongly oriented towards Newtonian physics and

Introduction to Discrete Event Systems - Christos G. Cassandras 2003 CONTENIDO: Event & Iterative System Computational Foundations, Continuous System Modeling introduces the student to the fundamental techniques of these techniques. They deal with the analysis of systems described through a set of ordinary or partial differential equations or through a set of difference equations. This volume introduces the concepts of modeling physical systems through a set of differential and difference equations. The purpose is twofold: it enhances the scientific understanding of our physical world by rodifying (organizing) knowledge about this world, and it supports engineering design by allowing us to assess the consequences of a particular design alternative before it is actually built. This text has a flavor of the mathematical discipline of dynamical systems, and is strongly oriented towards Newtonian physics and
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